
The Point, Holiday Rental in Rhoscolyn, Anglesey, Wales Details

PID : 33835

Price : 1561 USD

Bedrooms : 4

Sleeps : 9

Baths : 4

Country : United Kingdom

Region : Wales

Town : Anglesey

Description

The Point is a modern cottage looks out to the Irish Sea on the spectacular west coast of

Anglesey.

Approached from the road by a half-mile drive, the house is just 200m from Rhoscolyn's sandy

beach and 100m from the Anglesey Coastal Path.

A welcoming hallway leads to......Drawing Room with panoramic

views over the Irish Sea, to Snowdonia and to the Lleyn Peninsula.

Large stone fireplace for logs or coal [both supplied].

Sky Television and DVD recorder.

Broadband Internet - wireless and wired - free.

Dining Room with all-round windows giving spectacular views out to sea, along the coast and to

Snowdonia.

Breakfast Kitchen fully fitted with double-oven electric cooker (ceramic + halogen hob),

dishwasher, microwave and a large fridge.

Laundry Room with washing machine, dryer, sink, and freezer.

Games Room with full-sized table tennis table.

Four Bedrooms sleeping a maximum of nine plus cot:-

One double (king-size) bedroom with en-suite and TV.

One bedroom with king-size double bed plus a single bed.

Two twin bedrooms, both with handbasins.

Two Bathrooms (one en-suite), and two further toilets.

Bed linen is provided: there are duvets on all the beds, and blankets are available if required.

The bungalow has full central heating and a telephone.

A cot and high-chair are available.

-13 acres of lawns and heather

-Sea on three sides

-Spectacular views - Irish Sea and Snowdonia

-A separate 'Lookout' right down by the sea

-Approach by a 600 metre private drive

-Three sandy beaches - just 100m away

-Broadband Internet included



-Sky TV

-Well-behaved pets welcome.

-"White Eagle" - just 200m from the gate

The sky can sometimes look enormous at 'The Point' and the new Dining Room extension is a

glorious place to eat while enjoying the view - especially at sunset.

The recently-restored Point Lookout is a special place to sit and enjoy the scenery close-up, or

enjoy a quiet read away from the family.

The grounds of The Point are colourful year-round, and are managed to encourage the variety of

wild flowers and wild-life.

Part of The Point is SSSI because it is one of the few un-grazed areas of coastal heathland on

Anglesey - and choughs nest here.

This very private little bay is SSSI because of the rare seaweed and the rock exposures. It is also

a handy place to launch canoes!

This part of the garden is flat and firm enough for guests' helicopters to land safely - and the RAF's

too in an emergency!

A unique feature for a holiday house, the Lookout is approached by wild-flower-decked stone steps

and a grassy path from one of The Point lawns. Just beyond the Lookout is the old Point Landing

Stage, now quietly eroding away but still handy occasionally. A real 'Get away from it all' retreat,

the Lookout was restored in 2010 after half a century as a ruin.

The Point is a first-class base for sailing, water-skiing, diving, swimming, canoeing, golf, riding,

walking, birdwatching, relaxing on the beach, having fun with the kids, or just taking it easy with a

book. 

Rental Conditions

Prices

Low season : 1561   USD

Normal : 1561 USD

High season :   1561 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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